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E N T E R P R I S E S
CUSTOM LASERMARK GUIDE

This guide includes instrucƟons and advice on how to prepare
and submit your personalized lasermark design to us. On the

subsequent pages, you’ll find diagrams with measurements of the
magazine well areas of our receiver models to assist inplanning.

DESIGN FORMAT AND SUBMISSION
TEXT :

If your custom mark is text only, please specify:
1. Font
2. Font size (in points)
3. Font style (bold, italics, etc.)
4. Horizontal/verƟcal scale (if not 100%).

Any design needs to be binary in nature, i.e. black and white with
no grayscale/shading. If you’re not sure if your design will work,
think of it this way: if it wouldn’t work for a one-color rubber
stamp, it won’t work as a lasermark. We can work from color
images but will have to render them in black and white.

Include an example of how the final mark should appear. If the
font you are using is non-standard, you may be asked to send the
font file to us.
IMAGES/LOGOS :

For images or logos, submiƫng an Adobe Illustrator file (.ai) or
vector .pdf is easiest. We can also work from a raster file (.jpg,
.png, .bmp, .pdf or other image file) if the included design is clear
and disƟnct. Extra art generaƟon charges may apply if image
quality is very low.
As a guideline for raster artwork, the original object should be
300 pixels per inch (PPI) minimum at the size you wish it to be on
your receiver.

GREYSCALE

BINARY

Also, due to size and resoluƟon constraints, a design with very
fine detail will not mark well.

You will be contacted regarding any potenƟal problems with your
design prior to us beginning work on it.

PROOF APPROVAL
A digital rendering of the final lasermark can be sent for your
approval at no cost. Beyond this, two proof opƟons are available:
PHOTO PROOF :

We will mark a physical sample of your design and send you a
high-resoluƟon photo to let you see the final appearance. This
is available for $20.
PHYSICAL PROOF :

We will mark a physical sample of your design and mail it to you
for your approval. This is available for $30.
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